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‣  Borehole centralizers are used in the industry to 
centralize probes for Geophysical analysis 

‣  They are often used to centralize probes that 
evaluate wells, mineral deposits, and fault lines 

‣  Needed for accurate data collection 
‣  There are adjustable centralizers, but not 

simple and self adjusting (based on bore 
diameter) centralizers. Common adjustable 
centralizers are fixed at a guessed bore 
diameter prior to insertion 

Adjustable Downhole Centralizer 
S16-10 | Nick Markel, Steven Staszak, Steven Blickley, Jenevieve Parker | Colorado School of Mines 

Industry Background 

Specifications and Constraints 

Project Overview 

We were tasked by our client, Mount Sopris Instruments to create a 
universal downhole centralizer for the many probes they sell. Centralizers 
are used to keep probes in the center of boreholes so that the collected 
data is accurate. There are many probe centralizers on the market today, 
but none are universal in that they are adjustable to work in all diameter 
boreholes. Our design constraints set the min and max borehole diameter 
as 6 and 16 inches respectively. To ensure accurate data collection, no 
electronics or ferrous materials can be used in the probe centralizer. 
Furthermore the centralizer must be sturdy enough to endure the 
conditions of a borehole while still able to move under its self weight.  We 
have come up with a viable design to fulfill the requirements, pictured to 
the right. 

Design Development Final Design 

Simulation Model 

Analysis 

Analysis of our design is shown above, with all properties of our 
choice material, Inconel 718, being used for testing.  This shows 
that with our material choice, the arm bars will not plastically 
deform at the most extreme diameters of our range, and they 
also will deflect to the diameters requested. To the right is the 
free body diagram used to find the forces required on our 
model used in the Solidworks analysis, as well as the graphs of 
the force analysis performed using the FBD.  Results from this 
are: 

Forces Analysis 

Pen Style Actuator Flower Petals 

Our team originally came up with three designs to answer the problem 
presented on the left.  First was the pen actuator pictured above on the 
left. This would actuate between set diameters within the range set by the 
constraints. This design was discarded due to mechanical and design 
complications. The second is the flower design above on the right.  This 
one was discarded due to the somewhat unrealistic material requirements 
needed to fit all diameters, and inability to easily change directions. The 
final design our team came up with was a centralizer that utilized both 
fixed and sliding collars. The sliding collars would be connected by eight, 
plastic or metal rods and the weight of the probe would drive the 
compression of these rods. The base position of the centralizer is in the 
16” diameter orientation as seen in the picture on the left. Since design 
conception, it has evolved to only have four arms which are bars rather 
than rods for more flexibility and less plastic deformation. 

▶ 25 lbf normal force required 
▶ Shear force > Friction force 
▶ µ = 0.55* 
 
* Static friction between steel and sand 

Leijnse, Steven. "Friction Coefficient Measurements for Casing While Drilling with Steel and Composite 
Tubulars." Thesis. Delft University of Technology, 2010. Web. 

Free Body Diagram 

Friction Force Normal Force 

Shear Force 

▶ Worst case 
▶ Friction force is 41.8 lbf 
▶ Normal force is > 25 lbf 
▶ Shear force is 43.3 lbf 


